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Other Power is None Other Than the Power of the
Tathagataʼs Primal Vow
FUJITAKE Myoshin
This paper considers Shinranʼs thought about Other Power. Shinran describes
Other Power as follows: “Other Power is none other than the power of the
Tathagataʼs Primal Vow.”
Therefore, in this paper the terms “Other Power” and “the power of the
Tathagata's Primal Vow” are very significant.
The first chapter of this article considers the usage of the terms “Other
Power” and “the power of the Primal Vow” in the three Pure Land sutras and the
works of the seven patriarchs of Shin Buddhism.
The reason for taking up these examples is that the teachings of Shakyamuni
and the seven Shin patriarchs served as important guides to Shinran in the
development of his thought.
In the first section of this chapter, I examined examples of the term “the
power of the Primal Vow” in these various scriptures. In the second section, I
considered the examples of the term “the power of the Vow.” In the third
section, I examined the uses of the term “karmic power of the great Vow.” In the
fourth section, I looked at examples of the term “Other Power.” In the fifth
section, I considered the path of birth in the Pure Land through the nembutsu of
the Original Vow.
Chapter 2 of this paper considers Shinranʼs understanding of Other Power.
Shinran develops original ideas about Other Power, in light of the teachings of
the three Pure Land sutras and under the guidance of the writings of the seven
patriarchs. This chapter considers Shinranʼs view of Other Power, pointing out
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the unique nature of his position.
Shinran describes Other Power as being the Merit-transference by the
Tathagata. Therefore, in the first section of chapter 2, I examined what Merit-
transference by the Tathagata refers to.
In the second section, I considered the concrete contents of the Merit-
transference by Tathagata. First, I considered nembutsu and shinjin as the cause
of the birth in the Pure Land. Shinran called the nembutsu “Great Practice” and
“True Practice” and called shinjin “Great Faith” “True Faith.” This stance is one
of the major innovations in Shinranʼs thought.
Next, I considered the significance of the fact that Shinran holds that the
True Teaching, True Practice, True Faith, and True Realization are all part of the
contents of the Tathagataʼs Merit-transference.
Shinran also holds that the Merit-transference by the Tathagata includes
bringing those who have been born in the Pure Land and have realized the Great
Nirvana to return to this defiled world and teach sentient beings, so I considered
the meaning of this stance, as well.
In section 3 of chapter 2, I considered “Crosswise Transcendence through
Other Power.” Shinran discusses Other Power using the term “Crosswise
Transcendence.” In order to clarify the significance of “Crosswise
Transcendence,” Shinran compares four different categories of Buddhist teachings
and practice (Vertical Going-out, Vertical Transcendence, Crosswise Going-out,
and Crosswise Transcendence). Therefore, in the first half of section 3, I
examined the meaning of the term “Crosswise Transcendence” which he
describes by contrasting it with these other categories.
The essence of Shinranʼs grasp of Other Power is that there is no
discrimination based on a self-power way of thinking in it. Shinran repeatedly
stated this. In the latter part of section 3, I considered the significance of this
position of Shinranʼs. The Buddhist path based on Other Power involves fully
recognizing the problem of self-power discrimination and, believing in the
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Original Vow, leaving that discrimination behind. That is the Buddhist path that
Shinran referred to as the path of “Crosswise Transcendence through Other
Power” and “the true essence of all Buddhism.”
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